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“The work
she’s had is
subtle.”
— Dr. David Amron
Adrienne. Cosmetic surgeon
Dr. David Amron also believes she’s had fillers in her
mid-face, pointing out her
more chiseled cheekbones:
“She has a more sculpted
look now,” he says. And while
Dr. Alexander Rivkin warns
she should stop filler and Botox injections while she’s
ahead (“she looks somewhat
unnatural,” he says), plastic
surgeon Dr. Ryan Neinstein
approves of her appearance:
“Adrienne still has a classic
feminine soft look that we
rarely see among celebrities
these days.”
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Brows

“Her brows
have arched to an
ideal position, giving
a very sensual look,”
says Dr. Neinstein. That
slight elevation can be
achieved with Botox at
a cost of $1.2K per
treatment.

eyes

In addition to lifting
the eyebrows, Botox
also removes lines and
creases next to the eyes.
“It looks like she uses
Botox to prevent crow’sfeet,” observes
Dr. Amron.

skin

“Her skin
is flawless,” says
Miami plastic surgeon
Dr. Leonard Hochstein.
He credits a resurfacing
system like the Halo laser
or Broadband Light
(BBL). Price tag:
$1K–$1.3K.

lips

“Her lower lip used
to be twice as thick
as her upper lip,” notes
Dr. Dadvand. “Now,
they’re almost the same
thickness.” Lip fillers
come with a price tag
of $1K a pop.
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he Real co -host
Adrienne Bailon has
been honest about
going under the knife;
she’s admitted to getting
breast implants at age 19,
which she later removed.
But in 2014, she claimed
she wouldn’t go down that
path from the neck up. “I
personally would never
touch my face,” Adrienne
said at the time. “That’s a
little too scary for me.” Did
Adrienne, now 33, change
her mind? “I think she’s had
rhinoplasty and lip filler,
and maybe cheek augmentation as well,” says Beverly Hills plastic surgeon Dr.
Babak Dadvand, who — like
the other experts quoted in
this story — has not treated
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